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As a young person, I was really into sports. My dad was 
a passionate sports fan and it easily translated to me. 
So, because I loved watching sports with my Dad, I 
loved playing them, too; so being more active in sports 
than the average kid typically got me the privilege of 
being “picked” early in the selection process on the 
court or the field when it was game time. But, I always 
felt a tug on my heart for the kid who was “chosen" 
last.  (In that way, they felt like they were never truly 
chosen, right?  Forced to be included on the team. 
Tolerated.) Yet this is so far away from Jesus’ Kingdom 
because—to God—every one of us are chosen! 

God’s	Chosen	People			1	Peter	1:1	
Let’s drill down further to see how and why you and I 
could be chosen by God! Peter uses an even bigger idea 
about these spiritually-young Christians to whom and 
about whom the Apostle was writing. He calls his 
readers eklektoi (eh-klek-TOY: “picked out, elect”)—
which we see rendered by the translators as 
“chosen” (1:1).  Yet, Peter stacks another really 
intriguing term on top of this chosen-ness in 1:2: 
prognōsis (prahg-NOH-sis) which, when used together 
with eklektoi, means having picked everyone as an 
intentional prearrangement.  God didn't just design the 
Game; He picked everyone for His own team before 

they got to the field! So, as far as our Creator is 
concerned, no one would ever be picked last. In fact, 

everyone was literally picked first! He picked you . . . 
first!  (More about that when we study 2 Peter 3:9.) 

Grace	and	peace		 1	Peter	1:2;	2	Peter	1:2	
To launch both of his letters to these new friends, 
Peter jump starts First and Second Peter with a prayer 
to God that his letter’s receivers might experience 

abundant “grace and peace.” And while our own personal letters to others might often contain 
notes of formal politeness like this—as Peter’s letter does—there's more than charm embedded in 
his wish for their “grace and peace.”  “Grace” was a way a Greco-Roman would greet someone. 
And, “peace” was the way a Jewish person would say hello (“shalom” when shared in Hebrew).  In 
other words, Peter's hello was global and a very big prayer at that: that the folks on the receiving 
end of his words (you, included!) would experience the relief of God's grace as well as the shalom 
of God (a rest of the soul in the 
present because one knows there’s 

Week 1  |  Day 1
This letter is from Peter, an apostle 
of Jesus Christ. I am writing to 
God’s chosen people . . . 2 God the 
Father knew you and chose you 
long ago, and His Spirit has made 
you holy. As a result, you have 
obeyed Him and have been 
cleansed by the blood of Jesus 
Christ. May God give you more and 
more grace and peace.

1	Peter	1:1-2							NLT

2	Peter	1:1-2							NIV

Simon Peter, a servant and apostle 
of Jesus Christ, to those who 
through the righteousness of our 
God and Savior Jesus Christ have 
received a faith as precious as ours: 
2 Grace and peace be yours in 
abundance through the knowledge 
of God and of Jesus our Lord.

God . . . wants everyone to turn 
from sin and no one to be lost.

2	Peter	3:9						CEV
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Have	you	chosen	Jesus	yet?	If	there	are	still	some	obstacles	for	you,	
ask	people	in	your	group	

to	talk	about	how	they	
walked	through	these	
doubts	or	challenges.

a future rest with God). This was a global message of grace and peace that was intended for 
everyone. But receiving it could only come as a result of having been “cleansed by the blood of 
Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1:2). Now imagine hearing that phrase for the very first time. (Those of us 
who grew up hearing these words in church will probably blow right past them, but a person with 
fresh ears wouldn’t.) The suggestion is preposterous that Peter makes: that somehow blood is a 
way of washing out something that’s dirty. Even when you know he’s speaking figuratively, it’s 
still a pill to swallow. The Red Blood of Jesus’ death makes a sin-stained soul white again. In other 
words, Peter’s suggesting a huge Judeo-Christian concept: sin kills what is most valuable to us. In 
this case, our sins killed Jesus; but, incredibly, He CHOSE to die for our sins instead of us having to 
bleed for ourselves! That’s how He chose us! To be chosen, then, means not that we’re this special 
elite class of people above everyone else; rather, it means God chooses to die out of love for us in 
spite of our fallenness. To choose Him back means to accept that diagnosis of our souls and 
believe His blood cleanses us. 

A	faith	as	precious	as	ours	 2	Peter	1:1	
Faith is a big idea in the Bible. Some people who have yet to embrace Christianity may think our 
“faith” is having deep doubts we shouldn’t be ignoring . . . but we do anyway. (They think that for 
“religious" people, it’s choosing in spite of obvious fact.) But, that’s not how the Bible expresses 
real faith. On the very first day of the launching of the Christian Church, the primary spokesperson 
for our burgeoning Faith was this very guy whose two letters we’re reading: Peter. He’s talking to 
people who don’t get this whole Jesus thing yet, so he explains faith/belief:  

‘Everyone	who	calls	on	the	name	of	the	Lord	will	be	saved’	                 Acts 2:21 (NLT) 

Faith is calling out to God because—if we’re honest with ourselves—God is the most viable 
alternative to deal with the brokenness and confusions of this life. The Lord is the reasonable 
choice. So, faith/belief is acknowledging God’s legitimacy in redeeming our lives from the inside 
out . . . as opposed to any other alternative: accumulation, fame, accomplishments, religiosity, 
meditation, hedonistically ignoring it all, or anything else. This is why this decision that we alone 
can make about what our life will be saved and elevated by is so “precious” to us. We all choose 
to dedicate our lives to something this whole Human Experience has been about. 
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When I was a college kid, I lived 9+ hours away from my 
home at the time—in Kansas City. Because each Fall of 
my college career was filled playing football, going 
home for a quick weekend to be with my loved ones 
was never an option. So, from early August until 
Thanksgiving, Wisconsin was “home” . . . but not really. 
Now, don’t get me wrong: Wisconsin’s a great place. 
Beautiful. Interesting. A place I would be willing to live, 
in fact. But, at the time, it wasn’t where my family was. 
So, Thanksgiving week was always circled in Sharpie red 
on my calendar: the first time in 4 months that I’d get to 
eat my mom’s food, sleep in my own bed, smell the smells of my upbringing, and finally wear clean 
underwear again!  (You can only turn those babies inside out so many times, bro!)   

College marked the first time in my life—during the days leading up to Thanksgiving in those four 
years—I understood how much my family and home meant to me. In some strange way, the 
compelling of Home makes more sense to us when we’re not able to be there, doesn't it? Our 
calendar becomes oriented towards our arrival back there (“Only 5 more sleeps until . . .”), our 
resources take sharper focus (“I need $_____ for gas to get home”), and our sense of identity is 
forged (“My mama didn't raise no fool”).  Home, however, is less where we are from and more 
who we are from.  Who loves us most. Whom we love the most. 

Peter the Apostle, opens his letter to hard-pressed Christ-followers—very early in their faith—in 
five regions north of the Tarsus Mountains in 
modern-day Turkey. While the names 
Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia 
(not the continent, but the region), 
and Bithynia may mean less to us in our 
day, they were incredibly valuable to God. And as 
the movement of Christ-followers grew concentrically out of Jerusalem in the decades following 
Jesus’ life, death, resurrection, and ascension, the Church’s Fathers did all they could to get the 
great news of the Good News to everyone. But one of the hardest things these early converts to 
this new Christianity had to grasp—in this ever-complicated world—was that as soon as they 
decided to believe in and follow Jesus, they weren’t from this world anymore.	
While experts on Peter's writings differ on who he was addressing when he calls his readers 
“foreigners” (1:1) and “temporary residents” (2:11), what he was suggesting was huge:   Were they: 

(1) the socially-marginalized, refugees, slave classes, or disenfranchised people groups 
(paroikoi—pah-ROY-KOY “displaced-stranger”) who were temporarily living in these five 
regions, but who couldn't return to their native homes?  

(2) new Christians who Peter frames as “temporary residents,” but meaning it in a more 
symbolic sense—as he saw all Christians as people who were primarily from Heaven?  

(3) or, a hybrid of the two—
people who were both 
socially and metaphorically 

Week 1  |  Day 2
I am writing to God’s chosen people 
who are living as foreigners in the 
provinces of Pontus, Galatia, 
Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia. . . . 
2:11 Dear friends, I warn you as 
“ t e m p o r a r y r e s i d e n t s a n d 
foreigners” to keep away from 
worldly desires that wage war 
against your very souls.

1	Peter	1:1b,	2:11							NLT
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displaced? Yes, they were real refugees in their own uniquely pressing conditions—but 
fledgling people groups who Peter recognized were symbolic of the larger Church’s 
Home-connection to another People and Place. This third option will be the framework 
from which we’ll come to process Peter’s messages to them and us. 

KEEP	AWAY	.	.	.	from	worldly	desires	 						1	Peter	2:11	
Twisted into all this context, Peter directs these people who are not where they are from to “keep 
away” (2:11). And while being kept away from somewhere was part-and-parcel to these people's 
current condition, their whole life was about wanting to “get back”! However, Peter doesn’t 
mean to stay away from a geographic place; rather, they were to move away from the broken soul 
condition of this present World: “worldly desires that war against your very souls” (2:11). You see, 
the inhabitants of the world are much less dangerous to us than are the customs and 
assumptions, the attitudes and actions of the broken world. It’s from the World’s collapsed 
lifestyle—not people—that we must steer ourselves away from. Of course, in Peter’s command to 
“keep away” (which sounds at first sound like a negative framework), he is actually attempting to 
give us a positive command, too: go towards. “You are bound in the opposite direction of this 
present World. Be homeward bound. We all have a heart towards Home. Start heading there, 
even if you’re temporarily living here. And, don't just head towards Home. Live like Home in the 
midst of all the rest of the spiritually homeless among whom you live. You understand 
homelessness. Think of the people around you and how 
much better it would be for them if you shared Home with 
them.” 

Pilgrim-Stranger		 1	Peter	1:1	
Here’s the thing: I didn’t tell you the whole story of all the 
words Peter uses.  2:11 had that term paroikoi that's often 
used of the wandering displaced-stranger. But in 1:1, the 
apostle uses a different word—parepidemoi (pah-RAY-PEE-
day-MOY)—which carries a meaning more like a Pilgrim-
Stranger—a sojourner. Someone from another place, but 
intentionally living alongside those in a foreign country as a 
religious choice. So, yes, while we might all be temporarily 
displaced from our Home in Heaven, we just so also happen 
to be, at the same time, spiritual pilgrims here on purpose. 
And in these directions, we find the story we’ll read 
throughout Peter’s two letters: we may not be at total 
home here on Earth, but we are Pilgrims moving closer towards BOTH of our True Home(s): 
Heaven and our Neighbor.           Treat both of these Homes as sacred. Be Homeward Bound. 
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Which is harder for you: (1) to translate your Heaven-ness into your 
earthly living or (2) to make your neighbor your life’s pilgrimage?  Why?

“The	 organization	 of	 their	
community	 does	 exhibit	 some	
features	 that	 are	 remarkable.	
For	instance	they	live	in	the	land	
of	 their	 birth,	 but	 more	 like	
temporary	 residence	 .	 .	 .	 Any	
foreign	 country	 is	 homeland	 to	
them,	 and	 any	 motherland	 is	
foreign	 territory.	Their	days	are	
past	 upon	 earth,	 but	 their	
citizenship	is	in	heaven.”	
Letter	to	Diognetus, a 2nd-cent. 

description of Christians



 

My wife Julie and I have had four kids so I’ve had the 
great privilege of being right by her side—seeing each 
one of them come into the world. Birth is a miracle and 
a wild scene. You know what I mean if you’ve had a 
child of your own. That said, we’ve always had them 
one-at-a-time; we've never had twins or triplets. What 
a crazy ride that must be. Peter talks about “new 
birth” here (1:3), but the birth he writes about is a set 
of wild triplets coming into the world through Jesus: 
“mercy,” “hope,” and “inheritance.” Since we spoke 
of the first miracle of God’s grace and mercy (Week 1, 
Day 1), we’ll place our focus upon the second and third 
of the triplets miraculously birthed: hope and 
inheritance. 

Living	hope	through	the	resurrection				1	Peter	1:3	
When the Holy Spirit miraculously brought Jesus’ crucified and dead body back to life, everything 
on Planet Earth instantly changed. Jesus was birthed from that tomb. Out He walked so in we 
could walk into His New Kingdom. He was born out of the tomb so that we might be born, too, out 
of death.  Peter uses this awesome word, zao (zah-OH), to define this baby of hope of that can be 
born in us. Zao means “to live, breathe, to be in full vigor.” The resurrected life of Jesus invigorates 
our soul. It breathes life into us. At least, it should! I mean, if God can take what was dead and give 
it new life, boy, it really should give me a whole other sense of what He can do with me. You, too!  
It should give us great hope that God’s not done, He’s great at birthing victory out of loss, and He 
can do miracles. Hopeful, yet?! 

Imperishable	inheritance	.	.	.	protected	by	God’s	power	 1	Peter	1:4,5	
The third in the triplets that are shouting at us as we watching them birthed into life is our future. 
Peter calls it our inheritance and our protection. He uses incredibly bold words like “imperishable, 
uncorrupted, and fading, kept in Heaven” (1:4). Peter’s a zealous guy because he hopes we might 
become zealous, too. He saw things much more black and white than most of us do. Of course, 
some of that got him into trouble when he was younger, but now in his seasoned wisdom and 
closeness with the Spirit of God, his boldness is not a mere personality. It’s a belief. A theology to 
live by. The Scripture God whispered into Peter’s ear, Peter shouts into ours: our future is secure 
because God is there. God keeps the future well since His Presence is the defining factor in it. Of 
course the Apostle is talking a little bit about Heaven, but not totally. He’s talking about tomorrow, 
too. “You are being protected by God's power” (1:5).  Wow. Just think about that for a moment. 
Oh, but, hey, big additional idea: that protection is something that requires our faith.  No, it’s not 
to say that God won’t protect those parts of us that are still shaded in the shadows of our unbelief. 
His care isn’t conditional. Our hope is.  Our personal sense of security is conditional to our faith. We 
have a future where God is giving us things from His royal inheritance. (And He gives His children 
from that inheritance before we get 
to Heaven, too!)  Do you believe 

Week 1  |  Day 3
Praise the God and Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. According to His 
great mercy, He has given us a new 
birth into a living hope through the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ from 
the dead 4 and into an inheritance 
that is imperishable, uncorrupted, 
and unfading, kept in heaven for 
you. 5 You are being protected by 
God’s power through faith for a 
salvation that is ready to be 
revealed in the last time.

1	Peter	1:3-5						HCSB
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that?  Those of us who do, feel so much more secure in this life we’re living and in the one to 
come. 

A	Salvation	that	is	ready	to	be	revealed	in	the	last	time	 1	Peter	1:5	
Julie’s and my first born, Jack, came out a little strange on the day of his birth. The doctors and 
nurses called it coming out “sunny-side up.” In other words, after 18 hours of labor, he twisted 
his way out sideways and upside down to how most babies emerge from the birth canal. As a 
result, Jack had this semi-crooked and tall conehead that had been formed from this weird way 
of being born. While his head wouldn’t stay this way due to the miracle of baby’s skull bones, 
somehow we didn’t convey this good news to my mom (his grandma, Nana Boom) before the 
first moment she saw him. She saw him for the first time and, with tears in her eyes, she said, 
“Sweet Grandson, we’ll love you no matter what!” Her misunderstanding made for a laugh in our 
maternity suite, but Jack’s story is a parable to this passage if there ever was one. Salvation isn’t 
a normal birth. It doesn't always come out quite like you think it should look in the moment.  
Sometimes it's a long labor. Sometimes, it’s a little wretched and contorted into our lives. 
Sometimes, it’s painful.  But God knows 
what He’s doing when He 
births salvation in us. It’ll 
shine forth in its ultimate 
b e a u t y w h e n i t i s 
“revealed” in the end; but in 
the meantime, it may look a little pointy-
headed or sideways to us. But, in the words of the great theologian, SpongeBob SquarePants, 
“All babies are beautiful . . . even the ugly ones.” 

Your salvation story may feel a bit like that beautifully-ugly baby right now since it’s not done 
growing. Its head isn’t quite right just yet.  You haven't grown to full maturity yet. The end of 
the story hasn’t yet arrived. And your inner Nana Boom may be saying, “I guess I’ll just have 
to learn to love you.” But be encouraged that your salvation like your inheritance is fully on 
His way. Be confident in God even if you’re not feeling all that assured in yourself today. Your 
future isn’t an it. Your future is a Him.  Just wait until you see Him! 

Your future isn’t an IT. 
Your future is a HIM. Just 

wait until you see Him!

Of the “baby triplets,” whose birth are you most eager to 
experience right now: mercy, hope, or inheritance? Why?
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Anticipation. French poet, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, 
speaks of the beauty of anticipation in a wonderful 
relationship: “If you come at four in the afternoon, I'll 
begin to be happy by three.” Novelist Jane Austen, in 
Sense and Sensibility, describes anticipation similarly as 
“that sanguine expectation of happiness which is 
happiness itself.” Stephen King—somewhat on the 
other end of the spectrum of writing genres—
expresses the more grim flip-side: “What’s BEHIND the 
door or LURKING at the top of the stairs is never as 
frightening as the door or the staircase itself.” 
Anticipation can be both incredibly healthy and 
incredibly dangerous for our souls. So, our incredibly 
helpful friend, Peter, talks to us about what we're 
anticipating. 

Be	truly	glad	.	.	.	even	though	.	.	.	 1	Peter	1:6	
“. . . even though . . .”  Ah, now that’s a mouthful and a 
soul full.  Keep that joy in your heart now, Peter softly 
commands, because there’s joy ahead!  Even 
though . . . you are lupeo (loo-PAY-oh)—which is a very 
intense verb meaning “to be made sorrowful” by 
something.  These Christians were having to go through really heavy trials and, quite honestly, 
could anticipate more of the same difficulty that would easily make most people sorrowful.  

There’s that anticipation thing again, right? What are 
you anticipating? Peter’s writing forces an insightful 
question upon them and us: Are you anticipating the 
“wonderful joy ahead” or the “many trials” (1:6). 
Frankly, the answer lies in a decision we make.  What 
most forms your identity and attitude?!  The joy of 
where you are ultimately going or what you are 
going through right this minute?  

Trials	reveal	us	 1	Peter	1:6-7	
Trials and tests prove something about who we really 

are; so Peter talks about how difficult seasons have the power to “show that your faith is genuine” 
(which is the word dokimion [dah-KEE-ME-ahn]—a noun meaning ‘proof’).  We’ve grown up in a 
world where the cliche, “the proof is in the pudding” is a known test, but this phrase we use is not 
actually the original proverb. The original is worded this way: “The proof of the pudding is in the 
eating.” In long ago Britain, pudding wasn’t like a custardy thing like we eat, but rather a sausage 
thing. And you know as well as I do that BAD sausage works itself out IN our stomachs by working 
OUT OF our stomachs. Literally. The 
proof of good sausage and bad 

Week 1  |  Day 4 So BE TRULY GLAD. THERE IS 
WONDERFUL JOY AHEAD, even 
though you must endure many 
trials for a little while. 7 These trials 
will show that your faith is genuine. 
It is being tested as fire tests and 
purifies gold—though your faith is 
far more precious than mere gold. 
So when your faith remains strong 
through many trials, it will bring you 
much praise and glory and honor on 
the day when Jesus Christ is 
revealed to the whole world. 8 You 
love Him even though you have 
never seen Him. Though you do not 
see Him now, you trust Him; and 
you rejoice with a glor ious, 
inexpressible joy. 9 The reward for 
trusting Him will be the salvation of 
your souls.

1	Peter	1:6-9					NLT

Never	 forget	 that	 anticipation	 is	 an	
important	 part	 of	 life.	 Work's	
important,	 family's	 important,	 but	
without	 excitement,	 you	 have	
nothing.	 You're	 cheating	 yourself	 if	
you	refuse	to	ENJOY	WHAT'S	COMING.	

Nicholas Sparks
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sausage is literally what happens after we eat it. So, the old cliche means: nothing gets tested . . . 
if it doesn’t get tested. So, Peter challenges whether we have the character to not only be the 
pudding, but whether we have enough tests of our character. Are you brave enough for the tests? 

James, Jesus’ brother and the first Lead Pastor of the Church in Jerusalem says something that 
sounds very similar: “you know that when your faith is tested (dokimion), your endurance has a 
chance to grow” (James 1:3 NLT). So, Peter smiles at us as he says, “The wisest way to look at life 
is to anticipate the trials via our anticipation of our coming wonderful joy. View trials through our 
future joy.” 

‘Your	 faith	 is	 far	 more	 precious	 than	 mere	 gold’	 .	 .	 .	 trust	 that	 can’t	 see	
everything	isn’t	the	same	thing	as	blind	trust					1	Peter	1:7,	8-9	
Here, like on Day 1 this week, faith comes up again.  Peter says that faith is more valuable than 
gold bullion. I’ll be honest, I’ve never ever put the two words “mere” and “gold” next to one 

another. Have you? Only someone incredibly rich 
could say those two words together. 

Aaaaand, there we have it!  Only 
someone who is filthy rich in 
faith can say something so 
o v e r - b o l d . S o m e t h i n g s o 

ludicrous to this world. Faith is 
more valuable than the greatest 

pile of riches we could accumulate. 

Someone who has a vision of Heaven and a heart 
whose home is there . . . and, is, thus, wildly rich . . . can claim being the richest person on Earth is 
a major waste of our greatest efforts if we’re not enjoying what’s coming so much more than 
what we have here.   
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What trial are you having to be “truly glad” through right 
now in your life? How are you choosing gladness?



 

What’s an experience of life you’ve had where you 
were absolutely tantalized to have / know / feel more 
and more and more? You just couldn’t get enough? 
Where every thought about this Tantalizing Reality was 
a dopamine rush, every conversation a platform to talk 
more about the Tantalizer?  Something/Someone so 
tantalizing that it invades everything you're doing.  
Meeting my future wife tantalized me. I loved how 
beautiful she was. How different her humor was. What 
made her laugh. Tantalized by the question: “HOW 
CAN I HAVE MORE OF THIS WOMAN IN MY LIFE AND 
KEEP HER IN IT FOREVER?!” The blank page of writing 
is also very tantalizing to me. What will happen after 
my full human effort is thrown into this? What will it 
do? Who might have their first redemptive thought 
about this passage or this idea about God . . . and all it 
took was someone to write the sentence or the 
question and for someone to be willing to be 
transformed by it.  Peter says Salvation tantalized the 
most holy people on Earth and in the Spiritual Realm. 

The	prophets	searched	intently	and	with	the	greatest	care	into	Salvation	.	.	.	even	
angels	long	to	look	into	these	things	 1	Peter	1:10,12	
It’s kind of wild to think about what angels do and don’t know.  Not sure if some or all angels’ 
DefCon clearance level in the spiritual realms is all on a need-to-know basis or if there are some 
things that are still being worked out. But, clearly, how Salvation was going to emerge in the 
Human Experience wasn’t texted to them all prior to God’s Grand Experiment. In fact, it seems it 
didn’t get revealed to Angels fully until it got revealed to the rest of us crazy Humans on the Cross 
and at the Resurrection. But, these angels, Peter declares, were tantalized to understand it. 
Curious were they as to the timing, the textures, the interworkings, the ironies, the grim realities, 
and the myriad glories of God’s wonderful plan to bring His sons and daughters back Home!  I 
wonder what angels’ water-cooler conversations and wild predictions were prior to Jesus’ Cross. 
Were there wagers? Bets to pay off? Heavenly trash talking?  Special gold-plated harps awarded tor 
the angels who predicted right? Well, I’m not sure of any of that, but I know there had to be an 
incredible number of high-fives and embraces and trumpets blown when Salvation Revealed 
Himself. 

Well, does Salvation tantalize you? How God brought Salvation to you and your house? How God 
continues to involve Himself in the interworking of the redemption of anyone who will listen? How 
He will use YOU in this glory of people being reconciled with their God? Does Salvation spur 
spontaneous poetry in you? Does it stir you to talk to everybody about God? Does Salvation buckle 
your knees when you think of what 
He carried on the Cross for you? 

Week 1  |  Day 5 Concerning this salvation, the 
prophets, who spoke of the grace 
that was to come to you, searched 
intently and with the greatest care, 
11 trying to find out the time and 
circumstances to which the Spirit of 
Christ in them was pointing when 
He predicted the sufferings of the 
Messiah and the glories that would 
follow. 12 It was revealed to them 
that they wer e not ser v ing 
themselves but you, when they 
spoke of the things that have now 
been told you by those who have 
preached the gospel to you by the 
Holy Spirit sent from heaven. Even 
angels long to look into these 
things.

1	Peter	1:10-12				NIV
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They	were	not	serving	themselves	.	.	.	the	Spirit	of	Christ	in	them	 1	Peter	1:12,11	
And there—in that last sentence above—we have Love best described: Salvation is what God 
carried for you and me when none of us could carry the Burden for ourselves. A man who has 
stabbed himself in the back can’t also perform his own life-saving surgery. Love is carrying a 
burden impossible to be carried alone by the one broken by it.  Thus, Christianity is not a religion.  

It’s the Healing Agent God chooses to send into the 
world to reveal the Love and Healing offered by the 
One-and-Only! We—like the prophets leading up to the 
emergence of Jesus the Messiah—aren’t doing all of 
this Kingdom of God stuff for our own personal benefit. 
The fact is, even those ancient prophets didn’t know all 
of how it worked. They just did their part to serve 
others like the Messiah would serve the world with His 

whole life. 

WE ARE SERVANTS, FIRST. Christ’s Kingdom only 
makes sense to those with willing hearts and willing 

hands to serve. It’s upside-down and cattywampus to 
someone who only wants to enter it and have 
something to do with it if they stand only to get from it. 
But for the curious soul who is tantalized about what 

we all gain when we all serve one another, it’s vast riches—because it’s in a Spirit-filled soul when 
God does His most marvelous and encouraging things. 

Christ was sinless, and He 
offered Himself as an eternal 
and spiritual sacrifice to God. 
That’s why His blood is much 
more powerful and makes our 
consciences clear. Now we can 
serve the living God and no 
longer do things that lead to  
death.

Hebrews	9:14						CEV

Who might you be tantalized to serve this week 
because their need is tantalizing them to be filled?



 
Group Conversation 		|||			WEEK ONE 
1. What was the hardest part to grasp in this week’s passages of 1 & 2 Peter? 
2. What lit a fire in you from this week’s readings? 

DAY	ONE	

3. What would the difference be between a God who only picks a few people to 
receive His Kingdom vs. a God who picks everyone? 

4. Why is Faith in the human heart the way God chooses to have us pick Him 
back? 

DAY	TWO	

5. What do you make of this World not being our actual home, but Heaven? 
6. What might citizenship in Heaven mean as far as whose “laws” most guide our 

actions? 

DAY	THREE	

7. What “trial” are you walking through right now that might be a burden you 
need to share out loud with others—so they can pray over you and walk 
through it with you? 

8. How might you choose to be “truly glad” in that trial? 

DAY	FOUR	

9. What do you most need to feel today:  mercy, hope, or a fuller understanding 
of how much you are inheriting in God and His royal Kingdom? 

DAY	FIVE	

10. Why should we be as mesmerized and tantalized by Salvation as the angels, 
the prophets, and the Apostle Peter? 

11. Why does the Apostle Peter express so fervently that serving others is a thing 
BASIC to God’s Kingdom?


